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The purpose of this section is for students to explore what scientists, who help develop cell theory, experienced during their cell investigation. The Power of Student Microscopes will take turns in observing slides prepared without labels of living and non-living beings. Students make observations in
microscope sketches, circling life or not living. Slide Prepared: 1A. oral smear 1B. cork 1C. liver 1D. onion 1E. leaves 2A. mitosis onions 2B. mitosis fish 2C. mitosis worm 3A. hand sanitizer 3B. paper pieces letter A Students paired and if necessary group 3 made. The slide will be numbered with each
number indicating what is being observed - 1.animal/plant cell2.dividing cell 3. Non-living material I set up a room with 10 stations per station containing the three types of slides mentioned above. Investigating questions: The purpose of these questions is to elicit student responses and most critically,
expand what is learned during the involved part of lesson 1) All new cells come from previously existing cells 2) All organisms are made of one or more cells. The question I ask students during the activity is: 1) Is the specimen on the slide alive or not alive? How do you know? 2) What makes something
not alive? 3) Are there any similarities between slides that you classify as living? What's that? 4) Why are there so many objects on the slide labeled the number 2? What do you think this slide shows? 5) Do you see similarities between numbered slides? 6) Which slides contain material that is not alive?
How do you know? 7) Based on this investigation, what are some living things made of? 8) What can you deduce when comparing material that is not alive with living material? 9) What do you observe today that tells you not all cells are exactly the same? Do they have anything in common? 10) Where do
cells come from? What slide groups show this process? We're fascinated by cells! But, cell may be one of the most difficult life sciences topics for middle school students. Although most students learn about cells in elementary school, many middle school students don't remember much about them. The
idea of a cell, and all its vital roles, is so abstract that it is difficult for many students to conceptualized. For that reason, we want to spend time exploring What is Cell? We love painting pictures to help students understand the excitement scientists feel after seeing the first cells under a microscope or
discovering that life isn't just POOF! and spontaneously produced from thin air. At the end of this lesson students should be able to explain Robert Hooke's contribution to cell studies and explain cell theory. Here's what we usually do: or bell work: Our lessons always begin bell-work questions or activities
that make children think about existing topics. For example: Ask students: What is a cell, and how do you see it? What do cells do? Where did the cell come from? Start the KWL template from our Cell Interactive Notebook activity One thing we love about teaching Science makes it fun for kids and this
video, 'The Wacky History of the Cell Theory,' (TedEd) is a great way to engage your students with light humor and solid scientific background knowledge. Let's Explore: Set up a station to allow students to explore background information about Robert Hooke. You can provide laptops with suggested
websites, printed articles, and even class textbooks. Students can use their own devices at BYOD schools. Or we have a great set of STEAM Cell Theory-based lab stations where students will learn about cell discovery, cell theory, the scientists who developed it, the discovery of microscopes, and usage.
Do students complete Robert Hooke's Contribution template for Cell Studies from an Interactive Cell Notebook. Explain: Don't forget to review the answers to Robert Hooke's Contribution to Cell Studies with your students. The answer key is provided in the INB Cell Activity Package. Ready for real meat
and potatoes? Use visual presentations to communicate your excitement about cell topics. We love using our Cell PowerPoint that guides teachers and students through cell theory, 'What are Cells?,' and cell types. Whatever you use, your slides should have lots of visuals that will help students make
deeper connections, especially for your hearing and visual learners. Depending on your style, you may ask students to listen to your explanation or you may ask students to take their own notes. Did they get it? At the end of the class use the CELL Theory INB page of the Cell Interactive Notebook as a
formative assessment. Can students accurately describe all parts of Cell Theory? Alternatively, revisit and complete the KWL you started during the stomach. Here are Some Extensions to this Lesson: Have students research spontaneous generations. Click here for online simulation. We loved this video:
Seeing the Invisible, created by the NY era and featuring paper dolls and the story of Antwon Leeuwenhoek and his homemade microscope. Do students make Junk-o-scope from materials found around the house. Need to Modify? Pre-cut INB templates or create peer students help upload PowerPoint
slides to NearPod and add your own Formative Assessment questions after each slide to ensure mastery. Provides structured notes of blank content for ELL students. Happy teaching! Welcome! This post has been written intent on helping you plan an attractive and comprehensive Cell Unit for your high
school science If you arrive on this page from somewhere other than the Teacher Pay Teacher site, this is the product written by this guide. Here's how I teach using these resources: Note: Items are listed in the order they were used. Lessons are not broken down into specific days because many of us
have very different times per class period. Cell Pretest (FREE) I want to start my cell unit with multiple choice pretest. I ask my students to focus on what they read. Underline words they don't believe in, and make guesses. I remind them that the first time you are exposed to new information is always a
confusing experience, and encourages them to experience that confusion. Sometimes we go to the answers for the pretest, sometimes I just post them to students to review later when they study for the test. Topic 1: Cell Theory Generally, I teach my students about the discovery of cell theory using
various videos (this one is great.) and the text resources I have. While it's hard for students to imagine the world before science was the norm, I think scientific history is an interesting and fun part of the curriculum we teach. I like to use many examples of thoughts at a time of boggling scientific discoveries
to remind students that the Scientific Revolution is still a relatively new part of our human past. For example, the discovery of separate elements or the discovery of tectonic plates. If you focus on the drama between scientists, students will surely find stories of scientific progress entertaining. This is also a
great time to emphasize the interdependence of science and engineering. In addition, I've always wanted students to create timelines in their interactive notebooks (something I've taken relatively recently, so please send me all your tips for effective use). I printed small 2D breasts from the chief scientists
and let students independently research what they were famous for and create their timelines. Silly hair always attracts good laughter. Cell Theory Guided Reading Flip your class! Expect students to come to class with little prior knowledge by setting this reading first. It can also be used as reteaching. The
Practice of Self-Examination of CellOnce Theory your students are relatively experienced in scientists who make discoveries that lead to the development of Cell Theory, you can give them this practice as a class assignment or homework. It checks themselves, so they won't learn something that's actually
not true! Scientists of Cell Theory Finally, the formative quiz should wrap up your study of Cell Theory and its contributors. It can also be used as homework. Topic 2: Prokaryotics vs. With your introduction to Cell Theory, students already have several concepts of different types of cells from languages
and Schlieden and Schwann's discovery of plant and animal cells. Teaching differences in cell types is a good introduction to reproductive types and DNA. It is also important that students wonder at the amazing range of microscopic lives that surround us, come before us, and will most likely outperform
us! Guided ReadingEmpower students to explore differences in these two main cell types themselves with this guided reading! Great for homework or reteaching. Prokaryotic presentation vs. Eukaryotic Presentation It provides a good introduction to two types of cells, and will allow students to get some
notes on the main differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, and then students will dig deeper into the work done by the bacteria around us. They're doing more than just making us sick! Human Microbiome WebquestIn webquest page 4 use 2 videos and infographics to introduce students to
the world in themselves. Make prokaryotic cells real by allowing students to work through this exploratory webquest. Even taking the day off as this makes an excellent sub plan! ReadingI Antibiotic Resistance likes to take a chance during this point in the unit to do a day on antibiotic resistance. This is
one of many opportunities where, as science teachers, we have the opportunity to influence the future! It is important for students to not only connect their learning to the real world, but also develop scientific literacy that will allow them to make smart choices in their practical lives. Prokaryotic vs.
Eukaryotic Self Checking PracticeAssign this practice for homework or class work. The self-examination style ensures that students practice the correct information rather than filling in the blanks without a thought! Topic 3: Go Deeper into amazing Seleukaryotic Eukaryotic Cells! How crazy we are to
consist of trillions of semi-independent life forms all working together in the mind of the nest. We are them and they are us! The complexity of eukaryotic cells is remarkable. It's surprising how closely eukaryotic cells reflect our own macrobiology and even part of a larger social structure. All that said, I had
the HARDEST time teaching this. The kids found him... Numb. The curriculum is often a mile wide and an inch deep, and I can't find a way to hold students accountable for knowing all their organel and functions without reducing it to flipping a sad flash card. I always ask other teachers how they do it, so if
you've got some tips tell them my way! Organelles Reading ActivityOne way I like organel is with reading activities. It's important for us to help develop our students' information reading skills. As citizens of the 21st century, they should be able to read and understand scientific information. And that
includes suffering relative boredom. Don't forget that your class is should constantly be a 21 minute tv show with flashing lights and bright colors all 180 days of the year. Teach your students to sit down and focus on the text. This product is my best seller, and has recently been fully updated and revised!
Foldable A foldable organelles are a fun way for students to practice the information they have just obtained. You can also insert this into an interactive notebook if you use it.Organelles Practice Other Quick Review Worksheets. When my students in America were subjected to grueling state testing, it
became so important to me that they were exposed to various cell models and became adept at identifying organel by name or diagram. I made this practice to work on that. Cell Organelles - Color by Number Make the workout a little lighter-hearted and decorate your room with this fun color based on

numbers! I like to give students things they can do and they usually respond with excitement. Take this opportunity to praise your difficult students for a job well done! Hang their work front and center. Help them develop the confidence to keep trying even when the job is a little more challenging. This SelfExamination Self-Examination Exercise Vocabulary Cell helps your students learn their important vocabulary. Math can't take all the credit with the task of checking themselves! Our students also deserve immediate feedback. Give it to them with this fun workout.Organelle CrosswordA FREE download!
Homework or quick extensions. Students match organel with instructions describing them. Classic Project Cell Model Project where students design 3D cell models. This final task should fully establish students' knowledge of their eukaryotic and organel cells. I always mark this activity as summation.
Check out this blog post for ideas on how you can switch boring cell projects to require higher order thinking. Cell Unit Test and Final Study Guide, sumatif test with study guide! Be sure to make learning guides available to your students with plenty of time! This product is designed to be affordable and
useful for teachers in secondary school science. Help me serve you and others through this bundle (or the creation of new resources) by leaving feedback. My work is meaningful when taking some stress out of YOU. Teaching is a strange job. I want to connect and discuss our successes and failures on
my instagram (@laney.leee). Please call and ask anything. Another useful link for your Cell Unit: Unit:
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